The Zurich advantage
Claims services that get you back to business
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Great insurance providers
distinguish themselves from
the competition the moment
a claim is made.
Zurich is committed to exceptional
customer service, loss cost management and
world‑class efficiency.

When a loss occurs, Zurich responds
Zurich’s claims team jumps into
action as soon as a loss is reported.
We immediately assess each claim
to ensure it gets handled quickly
and efficiently. Special requirements
are identified and, when necessary,
product and industry specialists are
called upon to take the lead. The initial
evaluation ensures we have the best
possible team working on your claim
to expedite the resolution process.
Strong collaboration and
ongoing communication
While some claims can be effectively
managed using traditional processes
and resources, the complexity of some
operations demands extra attention
and planning. For these exceptional
accounts, our claims service managers
collaborate with our underwriters and
brokers to develop customized claims
handling strategies before a claim is
even made.

Using technology to serve
you better
All of our claims are organized
electronically to provide exceptional
service throughout the life of a claim.
By capturing documents electronically,
each of our specialists has real-time
access to all relevant claim information.
This enables our claims professionals to
assist you with any question you may
have regarding your claim.
Best practices ensure value
and efficiency
Through our commitment to the
consistent use of best practices, we
are able to provide quality service,
responsiveness and technical excellence
to achieve a superior loss cost outcome
for our customers. By including the
use of our proven best practices
in individual performance plans,
employees have a sense of ownership
in providing the best possible service.
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Best practices at work

We apply best practices to all aspects of the claims process —
from initial reporting to final disposition — to resolve claims
promptly, cost-effectively and professionally. Here are some of
the best practices we maintain to help you put losses behind
you and get on with your business.
Initial reporting
• Register and assign 95 percent of all
claims on the day of receipt.

Exposure evaluation/reserving
• Evaluate and calculate loss exposure
based on known facts.

• Initiate contact with the customer
within one business day of receiving a
new claim.

• Establish reserves for probable total
payment obligations early in the claim
process on all indemnity losses.

• Contact all other parties to the
indemnity claim, including medical
providers, witnesses and claimants
within two business days of receiving
the initial report.

• Ensure reserve adequacy through
regular evaluation.

• Review and process all invoices within
14 business days of receipt.
Investigation
• Conduct, oversee and document
detailed and timely case appropriate
investigations of all necessary parties,
especially available witnesses, prior
to determining claim compensability
or liability.
• Take statements where appropriate.

We apply best practices to all
aspects of the claims process

• Complete on-site investigations
on complex claims and where
otherwise appropriate.
• Evaluate potential subrogation
and recovery opportunities on all
applicable losses.
• Provide our claims specialists
with ongoing education and
technical support.
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• Update reserves when information
indicates a substantive change in
known exposure.
Special expertise
• Provide direction on a continuous
basis, where necessary
and appropriate.
• Maintain centres of expertise in areas
such as environmental, construction,
surety and complex litigation to
service unique claim handling
situations and/or catastrophic claims.

Litigation management
• Retain ultimate accountability for
managing all aspects of litigation.
• Foster a team approach between
you, legal counsel and our
claims teams.
• Develop case-specific litigation plans
and budgets for all litigated matters.
• Manage litigation costs through
a Zurich approved litigation
panel, effective budgeting and
litigation review.

Customer protocols
• Provide our claims specialists with
real-time access to customers’
uniquely tailored requirements.
• Conduct individual file audits
and annual office-wide operational
reviews to effectively manage
compliance with special
handling protocols.

File strategy
• Establish a strategic plan of action
on every claim.
• Routinely monitor and update
disposition plans and file strategy,
as facts change or become known,
to ensure rapid claim resolution.
• Conduct all settlement negotiations.
• Use diverse and cost-effective
alternative dispute resolution
methods where permitted
and appropriate.

Special requirements are
identified and, when
necessary, product and
industry specialists are called
upon to take the lead.
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Multiple reporting
channels deliver flexibility
and convenience
Prompt claim reporting is critical to our shared goal of bringing
claims to successful resolution. To help facilitate this process, we
have established five reporting channels for you to provide an
initial report of loss.

Report a claim through toll-free
phone or fax numbers, e-mail or
postal mail 24 hours a day, 365
days a year.
These options are part of our ongoing
effort to make the claim reporting
process as convenient as possible.
Our experienced specialists work to
ensure that your claim is processed
quickly and professionally –
regardless of the reporting channel
you use.
In the event of a serious loss, a
specialist will be in touch with you
within hours of reporting the claim.
If the loss is of a non-urgent nature, a
specialist will follow up with you within
24 hours. In-house claims professionals
dedicated to fidelity bond claims.

You can report a claim
through toll-free phone or
fax numbers, e-mail, or
postal mail 24 hours a day,
365 days a year.
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E-mail: claims@zurich.com

Phone: 866-345-3454

Fax: 877-977-8077

Zurich, Claims Department
Attention: New Claims
100 King Street West, Suite 5500
P.O. Box 290
Toronto, ON M5X 1C9

On-line: visit
www.zurichcanada.com
and click the Claims button
at the top of the page to
download a form to be faxed or
emailed to Zurich
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Zurich
416-586-3000
www.zurichcanada.com
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